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Bleach Online is a isometric Free-to-play Browser Based MMO Game that can be played
directly through the game’s official website and does not require any client side download.

Bleach Online is a point-and-click isometric browser MMO that focuses on players improving
their party, its overall strength represented by the players Battle Power number, by recruiting on
new companions to help you in battle the dark spirits. Players have full management over their
party and must level them up, train them in new skills and equip them with powerful items to
enable them to take on greater challenges. Gear comes in a variety of different forms and
rarities that can be unlocked through a variety of means, from completing in game quests to
simply logging in daily to receive bonuses and rewards.
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One of the primary strategic elements of the game is players managing their party Formation, a
3 x 3 grid split into three columns for front line Vanguard to tank most of the enemy damage,
middle lane Assaulters who focus on dealing heavy damage and backline Supporters who focus
on helping the party and hindering their enemies. Players are able to choose which of their
companion characters go into which position in the formation, giving them the choice of focusing
on defence, attack or support with a variety of different formations available.

Once entering battle players have no more control over what happens and combat becomes
automated where both sides exchange blow after blow until one side is defeated. Players gain
bonuses when winning in battle based on how well they performed and what grade they
acquired for the battle, though battles can often be repeated if the player wishes to get the max
grade for that fight to earn greater rewards.
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